CMHC Intern Name: ______________________________________________ Internship Week # __________

**CMHC Intern:** Describe and evaluate your performance at your internship site this week by responding to the following questions. Please be as specific as you can while upholding client confidentiality.

1. What were you **expected** to do this week? In other words, what **learning objectives and corresponding tasks** did you and your supervisor discuss and agree to? How were these objectives and tasks different from 1 or 2 weeks ago?

2. What two things did you **learn** this week (from a client, supervisor, and colleague) about the practice of counseling or your role as a Counselor Trainee/Intern? Provide examples.

3. How will you **apply** in the near future what you learned this week?
4. Evaluate your **overall performance** for this week. Explain by providing **specific examples**.

5. What **skills** do you need to work on? What **tasks** do you need to undertake?

6. Indicate any **internship-related problems** you are experiencing. What steps have you now taken to resolve the problem? Is your site supervisor aware of this problem? What may require the assistance of the internship instructor?

---

**Internship Site/Clinical Supervisor’s Initials:**_________________________  **Date:** __________________________

☐ Yes, I have reviewed the CMHC Intern’s Activity Report (responses to Questions 1-6) and Log for this week.

---

6. **CMHC Intern:** Identify and briefly describe specific **self-care practices** implemented this week.